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This new textbook examines one of the most interesting findings of the last several

decades – the physical importance of the concepts of the topological and geomet-

rical phases in classical and quantum mechanics.

The activity in this field has flourished ever since Berry published his seminal pa-

per in 1984. In this paper Berry demonstrated that the conventional description of

the adiabatic quantum evolution was incomplete as it ignored the additional phase

factor (since then known as the Berry phase factor). Soon afterwards B. Simon

observed that the Berry phase factor can be interpreted as a purely geometric ob-

ject, namely as a holonomy in a certain fibre bundle (the spectral bundle), which is

determined by the spectral properties of the Hamiltonian. It was realized also that

the concept of the Berry-Simon geometrical phase finds fruitful applications in

various fields of contemporary physics and chemistry – from Foucault pendulum,

molecular physics and optical fibers to instantons and the quantum Hall effect.

The number of research publications on this topic has grown at such a pace that,

for non-experts, it has become difficult to follow the numerous theoretical ideas

and experimental proposals that have been presented. In fact, there are already

several review papers and one very recent book (A. Bohm et al., Springer 2003)

where the diverse developments of the subject are summarized and reviewed.

These articles and the monograph are listed and briefly described in the present

book. What distinguishes the present book from the other review texts is that it

treats both the quantum and classical geometric phases from a unified (fibre bun-

dle connection) point of view at an advanced textbook level. In this respect, it

is very helpful that the book contains a section on the geometric formulation of

quantum mechanics and symplectic structure of quantum dynamics which is pre-

sented in Chapter 5. The book also discusses some very recent developments and

applications, in particular, it presents a brief overview of the quantum entangle-
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